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About University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center

•
•
•
•
•

Inpatient facility with 510 operating beds.
167,500 patient days per year.
965,000 outpatient visits per year.
Mission: Eliminate cancer.
Project initiated by Health Information
Management (HIM) Department, formerly called
Medical Records Department.
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Manager, HIM Operations—Project Lead
Associate Director, Clinical Nursing
Assistant Nurse Manager, Clinical Nursing
Scan Team Operations Manager
Prep/Scan Team Leader
Prep/Scan Team, HIM Associate
Prep/Scan Team, HIM
Customer Care Team Leader
Quality Assurance Operations Manager
Clinical Data Manager, Clinical Coding
Document Management Supervisor
Document Management Team Leader
Education Director
Assistant Director, Data Quality
Assistant Director, Document Imaging
Operations Manager, Clinical Coding
Associate Supervisor, Quality Control

The Problem
• Locating patient chart information was time consuming
and difficult for clinicians.
• Charts were thinned daily.
– The thinned portions were stored on the inpatient unit in storage
areas, shelving, cabinets, etc., until the patient was discharged.
– To find these ―thinned‖ documents, clinicians had to search
through all the stored documents from the patient’s hospital stay
to find specific information.

• Also, at time of discharge, when patient information is
needed by a variety of sources, there was a delay getting
all records in the chart scanned and complete for
clinicians to review.
– This delay affected human capital, timeliness of decisions, and the
quality of the electronically completed medical record.

Project Goals
1. Reduce the number of charts that are incomplete
at the time of patient discharge (baseline 34
percent, target 20 percent).
2. Reduce the time spent searching for ―thinned‖
documents by making them available online
within 24 hours.
3. Improve the timeliness of decision making based
on access and availability of scanned
documents.

Root Cause Analysis
• The thinning procedure took place daily in Nursing, but the thinned portions of
the chart had to be stored on the inpatient units. HIM did not retrieve the
thinned portions until discharge if the thinned portion was needed for
continuum of patient care.
• As the paper medical record was transferred between departments with the
patient, the chance of loose documents getting separated from the chart
increased.
• The scanned sheets only contained patient demographic and form type
information or two barcodes.
• The discharge date was assigned once the medical record was processed by
HIM. All documents for the entire inpatient stay were given the date of
discharge, making it very difficult to find patient records by date of service.

Root Cause Analysis

Addressing Root Causes
•

HIM and Nursing created a ―thinning‖ policy, including unit-specific
thinning templates.

•

A date-of-service barcode was placed on the forms that were
scanned. This form was printed out using a web-based application
called ―Forms Anywhere.‖ This allowed those searching the
scanned documents to narrow the search to a single day of
documents. HIM no longer had to wait for a date of discharge.
Adding the third barcode allowed HIM to post all documents to the
date of service.

•

HIM and Nursing created a new daily workflow to accommodate the
daily scanning process, which now included thinned portions of the
medical record.

•

The process was piloted on the Stem Cell Inpatient Unit (G11).

Addressing Root Causes cont’d.

Return on Investment
The incomplete inpatient medical records at the Stem Cell
Inpatient Unit decreased from 34 percent (April 2006–
February 2007) to 12 percent (March–July 2007).
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Return on Investment cont’d.
• The Stem Cell Inpatient Unit gained 48 linear feet that is now being
used to store reference and educational material for patient care
instead of patient records.
• The time spent processing thinned charts on the Stem Cell Inpatient
Unit has decreased from a range of two to three hours to a range of
twenty to thirty minutes daily. Inpatient documents are easier to
manage.
• The volume of documentation in the paper charts kept on the unit has
decreased (everything else is electronically scanned). The amount of
time that paper charts are kept on the unit has decreased from five to
three days. This allows for more portability of patient information to all
users.
• All inpatient units are now following the same document
management procedure.

Monitoring and Evaluating Over Time
• HIM checks ―red flags‖ monthly for late
turnaround of scanned documents and
works closely with the nursing unit to keep
them to a minimum.
• This is a collateral indicator that correlates
well with the incomplete charts at
discharge.

For More Information
• Learn more about University of Texas M. D.
Anderson Cancer Center: www.mdanderson.org.
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• To find articles, books, courses, and other
resources on healthcare quality, search the ASQ
Knowledge Center:
www.asq.org/knowledge-center/search.

